


sophia eNjoy thiNkiNg
SOPHIA (greek for wisdom) - Enjoy Thinking is a brand, which strives to evoke the greek 
cultural heritage all over the world through modern design, ethical trade and collaborative 

processes.

sophia- enjoy thinking shares the traditions, the beauty, the craftsmanship, the art, the 
passion, the knowledge and the thoughts of greek civilisation. our motto “enjoy thinking”, 
encapsulates our design philosophy, which is to create unique, thought-provoking hand-

made home design objects, tableware and stationery items.

alexandra, greek designer, founded sophia enjoy thinking, based on the concepts of 
beauty, health, endurance, strength, victory and wisdom, deeply engraved in ancient greek 

heritage that have remained eternal and authentic.

CoLLeCtioNs

eterNity today, inspired by the authen-
ticity of ancient greek heritage through 
a ray of colours and modern designs; an 
ever growing range of  handcrafted home 
accessories  such as  statuettes, bookends, 
vases, lighting, cushion covers and wall 
art.

phiLosophia & psyChoLogy, a distinc-
tive and minimal collection where words 
with no translation as harmony, dialogue, 
psyche, psychotherapy 
find their way from table-
ware to stationery and di-
alogue games. 

eterNaL, a fashion, art de la table and 
home collection with exclusive designs 
embracing Classical greek elements in a 
contemporary and totally fresh way.

the new launch by sophia is the diviNe 
goLd and the bLue CoLLeCtioN, an or-
ganic continuation of the eternal  Collection 
retaining the same appeal, authenticity 
and uniqueness by introducing new co-
lours and shapes.
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arChiteCture

For details page 76 Lighting & akrokeramo: page 80/ bookends: page 81/ Candleholders & decorative Column: page 82 
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aLeXaNder the greatatheNa

poseidoN

LeoNidas
For details page 76 For details page 76
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vases

bookeNds

bookends Faces: page 81/ owl bookend: page 74/ horse bookend: page 79 vases: page 79/ scented & hygeia Candles: page 82
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owLs

phiLosophers

For details page 77 For details page 74
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veNus de miLo

For details page 75/ venus bookend: page 81
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For details page 75
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hygeia epidaurus

kore

kore head & bookend: page 81/ vase: page 79 hygeia epidaurus head: page 74/ bookend: page 81
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hygeia 

artemis

hygeia: page 74/ artemis: page 75
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aNtiNous

marathoN boy

marathon boy: page 76, bookend: page 81 marathon boy Lighting: page 80/ antinous: page 75/ bookend: page 81
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hygeia staNd

For details page 74 vase: page 79/ wall art: page 85
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Festive esseNCe

winged Nike of samothrace: page 74/ Lighting, dove & deco: page 80/ rosettes: page 83/ gift Collection: page 77/ art de la table: page 88/ plexi art deco: page 98
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Lighting & dove: page 80/ art de la table: page 88/  plexi art deco: page 98/ gift Collection: page 77 dove: page 80/ gift Collection: page 77/ art de la table: page 88,  plexi art deco: page 98
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wiNged Nike oF samothraCe

For details page 74 taurus: page 79/  kore head & bookend: page 81/ vase: page 79
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maLe torso

FemaLe torso

For details page 78 For details page 78
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For details page 78
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CyCLadiC portraits

CyCLadiC CoLLeCtioN

For details page 77
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hermes

apoLLo

apollo: page 76/ bookend page 81/ vase page 79 hermes: page 75/ bookend page 81/ vase page 79
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bookeNd 
CyCLadiC womaN

horses

For details page 79 For details page 77
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sCuLptures
statemeNt pieCes

For details page 75 & 76
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LightiNg CoLLeCtioN

For details page 80
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peNseur

For details page 81
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rosettes

apoLLo head

For details page 76 For details page 83
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desigN
& deCo

For details page 80
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dove oN sphere base

For details page 80
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veNus vase

kore vase

For details page 79
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eterNaL CoLLeCtioN

wall decor plates: page 86/ Cushion Covers: page 92 For details page 86
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diviNe goLd 
eterNaL CoLLeCtioN

For details page 88
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For details page 86-87
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passioNate bLues
eterNaL CoLLeCtioN

For details page 89
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passioNate bLues

CushioN Covers

For details page 92-93
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waLL art

For details page 85
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psyChoLogy CoLLeCtioN

For details page 90 For details page 88
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phiLosophia CoLLeCtioN

For details page 98
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thiNkiNg 
tote bags

72 73



bookeNd

owLs

sophus
“wisdom begins in

wonder”-
socrates

13x5x5cm
100% Ceramine

s223539

elpis
“wisdom begins in

wonder”-
socrates

13x7x5cm
100% Ceramine

s223540

heron
“wisdom begins in

wonder”-
socrates

17x7x6cm
100% Ceramine

s223541

myron
“wisdom begins in 

wonder”-
socrates

16X6X6cm
100% Ceramine

s223542

owl small
“wisdom begins

in wonder”–
socrates

12x5,5x5,5cm
100% Ceramine

s223514

owl medium
“wisdom alone is 

the science of other 
sciences” –plato

16x9x9cm
100% Ceramine

s223518

wisdom
“wisdom begins in
wonder” –socrates

25x10x9cm
100% Ceramine

s221111

wise
“the only true wis-
dom is in knowing 
i know nothing” – 

socrates
27x11x10cm

100% Ceramine
s223111

sophia medium
“wisdom alone is 

the science of other 
sciences” –plato

20x9x7cm
100% Ceramine

s223543

sophia Large
“wisdom alone is 
the science of all
sciences” – plato

27x10,5x9cm
100% Ceramine

s222111

owl bookend
set of 2

25x17x12,5cm
100% Ceramine

s259127

hygeia small
“all in good mea-
sure” – Cleobulus

16x7x8cm
100%Ceramine

s220115

hygeia medium
“all in good mea-
sure” – Cleobulus

23x11x13cm
100% Ceramine

s220119

hygeia Large
“a sound mind in a

healthy body”
34x17x18cm

100% Ceramine
s220123

hygeia extra Large
“health and mind are 

two wonderful
things in life”- 

menander
45x19x25cm

100% Ceramine
s220127

hygeia epidaurus 
medium

23x10x10.5cm
100% Ceramine

s220019

hygeia stand
 30x19x17.5cm
100% Ceramine

s702048

Nike small
“excellent things are

rare” – heraclitus
19x9x7cm

100% Ceramine
s221153

Nike medium
“be as you wish to
seem” – socrates

23x11x11cm
100% Ceramine

s221156

Nike Large
“the good is the
beautiful” – plato

44x21x12cm
100% Ceramine

s221160

Nike
extra Large

52,5x23,5x22cm
100% Ceramine

s221170

Nike statue
h65cm

100% Ceramine
s227061

hygeia

wiNged Nike oF samothraCe

tabLe staNd

statue

artemis head
extra Large

38,5x17,5x14,5 cm
100% Ceramine

s220196

veNus de miLo

venus standing
small

“Nothing is wilder 
than a woman” 
–aristophanes

22x6x6cm
100% Ceramine

s220159

venus standing
medium

“what is beautiful 
is good and who is 
good will soon be 
beautiful”–sappho

30x7x7cm
100% Ceramine

s220166

venus standing Large
“personal beauty is great-
er recommendation than 

any letter of reference” 
–aristotle

51x12x12cm
100% Ceramine

s220170

venus head
medium

“beauty of the soul 
is not easy to see 
as beauty of the 
body.”– aristotle

26x9x13cm
100% Ceramine

s220171

venus head extra Large
“beauty of style and 

harmony and grace and 
good rhythm depends on 

simplicity.”- plato
40x12x17,5cm

100% Ceramine
s220179

venus bust
“modesty is the 

citadel of beauty.”- 
menander

16,5x6x6cm
100% Ceramine

s220189

venus statue
100% Ceramine

h83,5cm
s220197
h62,5cm
s221163

veNus statues

venus bust
statue

53x31,5x19cm
100% Ceramine

s220354

venus torso
statue

44x20x18cm
100% Ceramine

s220355

antinous medium
25x11x12cm

100% Ceramine
s220199

antinous
extra Large
40x18x13,5cm

100% Ceramine
s220160

artemis
bust statue

52,5x27,6x17,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220278

artemis head
small

14x6x8cm
100% Ceramine

s220212

artemis head
medium

24x9x12cm
100% Ceramine

s220213

artemis bust
small

16x8,2x4,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220275

artemis bust
medium

22,5x10,2x6,2cm
100% Ceramine

s220276

artemis bust
Large

33,5x18x11,7cm
100% Ceramine

s220277

hermes

hermes bust
small

16x7x10cm
100% Ceramine

s220216

hermes bust
medium

22,5x13x8,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220215

hermes bust
Large

32,5x20x12cm
100% Ceramine

s220214

hermes head
extra Large

39,5x14x14,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220187

hermes bust
statue

54x35x20,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220210

artemisaNtiNous

statue

statue
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marathoN boy
statue

aLeXaNder the great

statue

LeoNidas

statue

atheNa

marathon boy
small

“only the educated 
are free” –epictetus

17x7x9cm
100% Ceramine

s220131

marathon boy
medium

“only the educated 
are free” – epictetus

25x13x10cm
100% Ceramine

s220134

marathon boy 
Large

“an honest man is 
always a child” –

socrates
32x16x14cm

100% Ceramine
s220137

marathon boy
extra Large

“good habits formed 
at youth make all 
the difference” – 

aristotle
45x23x21cm

100% Ceramine
s220140

marathon boy
statue

h1,10cm
100% resin
s220142

marathon boy
bust statue
43x24x16cm

100% Ceramine
s220359

apollo bust
small

22,5x10,2x6,2cm
100% Ceramine

s220800

apollo bust
medium
16x5x5cm

100% Ceramine
s220237

apollo bust
Large

34,5x21,5x11,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220272

apollo head
medium

24x10,2x8,7cm
100% Ceramine

s220353

apollo head
extra Large
39x13,5x13cm

100% Ceramine
s220209

apollo bust
statue

54x31,5x17cm
100% Ceramine

s220352

athena standing
small

22x5x5cm
100% Ceramine

s220356

athena standing
medium
30x7x7cm

100% Ceramine
s220364

athena bust
medium

27x10,7x10cm
100% Ceramine

s220266

athena bust 
Large

35x16x10cm
100% Ceramine

s220267

athena bust
extra Large

51x23,8x15,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220268

alexander the 
great small

“there is nothing 
impossible

to him who will try”
16x6,5x7cm

100% Ceramine
s220205

alexander the 
great Μedium

22,7x12x10cm
100% Ceramine

s220239

alexander the 
great Large

31,5x13x14,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220240

alexander the 
great standing

53x13x12cm
100% Ceramine

s220280

Leonidas
medium
25x7x7cm

100% Ceramine
s220270

apoLLo

apollo head
horizontal

13x16x23.5cm
100% Ceramine

s220823

poseidon
small

20.6x6x8cm
100% Ceramine

s220365

poseidon
medium

23.5x8.5x11cm
100% Ceramine

s220366

poseidoN

Cycladic
set of 2

24,5x8,5x11cm
100% Ceramine

s259129
s220131

(ammos)

socrates
“i know one thing that 

i know nothing”
16x6,6x6cm

100% Ceramine
s220200

homer small
“wise to resolve and
patient to perform”

17x6x6cm
100% Ceramine

s220203

aristotle
“happiness depends

upon ourselves”
14,5x5,5x5cm

100% Ceramine
s220202

hippocrates
“make a habit of two
things to help, or at 
least to do no harm”

16x6x6,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220204

plato small
“philosophy begins

in wonder”
13,5x5,5x5cm

100% Ceramine
s220201

plato medium
22x8,5x7cm
s220249

plato Large
31x14x11,7cm

s220116
100% Ceramine

phiLosophers

homer medium
20.6x9x8cm
s220821 

homer Large
27.5x10x9.5cm

s220822
100% Ceramine

artemis
gift

12,7x Ø 3,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220259

venus
gift

12,7x Ø 3,5 cm
100% Ceramine

s220260

hermes
gift

12,7x Ø 3,5 cm
100% Ceramine

s220261

horse
gift

12,7x Ø 3,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220262

apollo
gift

13,2x Ø 3,5 cm
100% Ceramine

s220263

athena
gift

13,7x Ø 3,5 cm
100% Ceramine

s220265

giFt CoLLeCtioN

womaN

Cycladic thinker
small

“the mind is the pilot 
of the soul”- socrates

14,5x5x5cm
100% Ceramine

s220224

Cycladic thinker
medium

“the soul never thinks
without a picture”- 

aristotle
18x7x7cm

100% Ceramine
s220219

Cycladic thinker
Large

“thinking is the 
talking of the soul 
with itself”- plato

23x9x9cm
100% Ceramine

s220218

Cycladic thinker
extra Large

“the soul is dyed the 
color of its thoughts”- 

heraclitus
37x13,5x13,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220217

Cycladic woman
medium
19x7x7cm

100% Ceramine
s220803

Cycladic woman
Large

31x9x12.5cm
100% Ceramine

s220816

Cycladic portrait
Large

38x9x9cm
100% Ceramine

s220805
s220392 

(ammos)

Cycladic portrait
medium
28x9x9cm

100% Ceramine
s220806
s220393 

(ammos)

head amorgos
30x12,5x11cm

100% Ceramine
s220807
s220808 

(ammos)

head sifnos
22x7x7cm

100% Ceramine
s220809
s220810 

(ammos)

Cycladic Couple
22x7x7cm

100% Ceramine
s220804

Cycladic women
set of 2

28.5x11.5x16cm
100% Ceramine

s259137

bookeNds

CyCLadiC CoLLeCtioN

thiNkers CoupLe

thinker
set of 2

30.5x14.5x18cm
100% Ceramine

s259138

Cyclacid Face man 
small

16.4x5x5.5cm
100% Ceramine

s220812

Cyclacid Face 
woman small

16x5x5.5cm
100% Ceramine

s220811

portraits

FaCes
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statue

statue

male small
“well begun is half 
done” – aristotle

16x7x6cm
100% Ceramine

s220143

male medium
“Courage is knowing

what not to fear” – 
plato

22x8x8cm
100% Ceramine

s221046

male Large
“the measure of a 

man is what he does 
with power” – plato

38x15x12cm
100% Ceramine

s220149

male torso statue
52x17,5x13cm

100% Ceramine
s220357

male small
“well begun is half 
done” – aristotle

16x7x6cm
100% Ceramine
s220143bgo

male medium
“Courage is knowing

what not to fear” – 
plato

22x8x8cm
100% Ceramine
s221046bgo

male Large
“the measure of a 

man is what he does 
with power” – plato

38x15x12cm
100% Ceramine
s220149bgo

male torso statue
52x17,5x13cm

100% Ceramine
s220357bgo

maLe torso

FemaLe torso statue

Female small
“the good is the beau-

tiful” – aristotle
16x7x9cm

100% Ceramine
s220206

Female medium
“beauty is the best 

reference”- aristotle
22x8x8cm

100% Ceramine
s220207

Female Large
“Nothing is wilder 

than a woman”
- aristophanes

38x15x12cm
100% Ceramine

s220208

Female torso 
statue

50x20x13,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220358

Female small
“the good is the beau-

tiful” – aristotle
16x7x9cm

100% Ceramine
s220206wgo

Female medium
“beauty is the best 

reference”- aristotle
22x8x8cm

100% Ceramine
s220207wgo

Female Large
“Nothing is wilder 

than a woman”
- aristophanes

38x15x12cm
100% Ceramine
s220208wgo

Female torso 
statue

50x20x13,5cm
100% Ceramine
s220358wgo

statue

vases

hygeia vase
24,5x17,5x14cm
100% Ceramine

s702010

hermes vase
25x15x16cm

100% Ceramine
s702011

venus vase
24x17,5x14cm

100% Ceramine
s702016

antinous vase
23,5x17,5x16cm
100% Ceramine

s702017

apollo head vase
28,5x15x14,5cm
100% Ceramine

s702035

Female torso vase
32x21x13.5cm

100% Ceramine
s702042

male torso vase
24x19x11cm

100% Ceramine
s702041

kore vase
24x24x17cm

100% Ceramine
s702040

horses

taurus

horse head small
15x4,5x11cm

100% Ceramine
s220223

horse head 
medium

24x6x15cm
100% Ceramine

s220228

horse head Large
31x7x16,5cm

100% Ceramine
s220233

horse bookend
set of 2

21x4,5x16,5cm
100% Ceramine

s259103

horse standing
small

11,5x3,5x10,5 cm
100% Ceramine

s220242

horse standing
medium

18,5x17,5x5,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220248

horse head br
31,5x17,5x14,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220234

taurus head small
22x8x10cm

100% Ceramine
s223545

taurus head Large
38,5x16,5x14,5cm

mosaic only
s223546

bookeNd

Female torso vase
white gold

32x21x13.5cm
100% Ceramine
s702042wgo

male torso vase
black gold
24x19x11cm

100% Ceramine
s702041bgo

vase Column
16x21.5x21.5cm
100% Ceramine

s702049
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phaistos

deco head
man

19x9,5x9,5cm
100% Ceramine

s702019

deco head
woman

19x9,5x9,5cm
100% Ceramine

s702020

phaistos small
14x10x5cm

100% Ceramine
s611053

phaistos medium
23,5x15,5x7cm
100% Ceramine

s611052

deco ball
20,5x10,5x10,5cm
100% Ceramine

s702018

LightiNg

table Lamp sun
“the sun is new each day”- heraclitus“

Ο ήλιος νέος εφ’ ημέρη εστίν” Ηράκλειτος

13x13x12,5cm
100% Ceramine

 edison deco bulb is extra
s702009

table Lamp sun small
“the sun is new each day”- heraclitus“

Ο ήλιος νέος εφ’ ημέρη εστίν” Ηράκλειτος

9,5x9x8,8cm
100% Ceramine 

edison deco bulb is extra
s702033

table Lamp 
Column

13.8x9x9cm
100% Ceramine

deco bulb is extra
s702043

Nike Lighting
52,5x23,5x22cm
100% Ceramine

deco bulb is extra
s702034

marathon Lighting
58x43x22,5cm

100% resin
s702032

peristeri
small

15x9,5x6cm
100% Ceramine

s220801

peristeri
Large

20x11x7,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220802

peristeri
extra Large
20x31x10cm

100% Ceramine
s220815

peristeri sphere 
base small

17.5x14.5x16cm
100% Ceramine

s220819

peristeri sphere 
base Large

19.5x10.5x20.5cm
100% Ceramine

s220820

hermes gift sphere
16x10x10cm

100% Ceramine
s220817

venus gift sphere
16x10x10cm

100% Ceramine
s220818

deCo

akrokeramo Large
26x16x13cm

100% Ceramine
s220173

akrokeramo 
medium

15x12x10cm
100% Ceramine

s220168

akrokeramo small
26x16x13cm

100% Ceramine
s220163

akrokeramo

dove/ peristeri

Cube base
13x13x13cm

s702045
Flat base

5x16,5x16,5 cm
s702046

100% Ceramine

bookeNds

venus
set of 2

26x13,5x17cm
100% Ceramine

s259105

apollo
set of 2

29x16x14cm
100% Ceramine

s259132

artemis
set of 2

27,5x13x21cm
100% Ceramine

s259126

hygeia
set of 2

29x15,5x15cm
100% Ceramine

s259124

antinous
set of 2

29,5x12,5x16,5cm
100% Ceramine

s259125

marathon boy
set of 2

27,5x13,4x17cm
100% Ceramine

s259121

astris
set of 2

16x13,5x10cm
100% Ceramine

s250192

Lito
set of 2

16,5x10,5x9cm
100% Ceramine

s250197

oceanid
set of 2

22x14x8cm
100% Ceramine

s259123

Column
set of 2

16x17x17cm
100% Ceramine

s259134

Le penseur
23,5x11x9,5cm
100% Ceramine

s229005

Le penseur
set of 2

23,5x11x9,5cm
100% Ceramine

s259128

kore
set of 2

29x16x20cm
100% Ceramine

s259133

hermes
set of 2

29.5x13.5x16.5cm
100% Ceramine

s259135

hygeia epidaurus 
set of 2

24.5x11x21cm
100% Ceramine

s259139

kore head Large
set of 2

29x16x20cm
100% Ceramine

s220824

korepeNseur
bookeNdbookeNd

akrokeramo

FaCes

8180



sCeNted CaNdLes

know
“know thyself”-plato

Ø8x9cm
Lavender - paraffin

s340003

Love
“Love is the cause of 

unity in all things”
Ø8x9cm

jasmine - paraffin
s340004

Friendship
“Friendship is equali-

ty”- aristotle
Ø8x9cm

Citrus- paraffin
s340001

energy
“the energy of the 

mind is the essence of 
life”- aristotle

Ø8x9cm
orange- paraffin

s340002

kleitos
28x8,5x9cm

100% Ceramine
s351120

atreus
10x10,5x10cm

100% Ceramine
s351156

asklepios
21x6,5x6,5cm

100% Ceramine
s351138

pericles
30x11x11cm

100% Ceramine
s351102

philon
23x7x7cm

100% Ceramine
s351103

solon
9,5x9,5x9cm

100% Ceramine
s351104

kallias
28,5x9,8x9,8cm
100% Ceramine

s351114

isokrates
23x6x6cm

100% Ceramine
s351132

atlas
9,5x12x9cm

100% Ceramine
s351150

Column Corinthian 
medium

22x21x16,5cm
100% Ceramine

s220361

Column ionic 
Large

28x21x17cm
100% Ceramine

s220360

Column Corinthian 
Large

27x26,5x24cm
100% Ceramine

s220362

CaNdLe hoLders
CoriNthiaN

doriC ioNiC

deCorative CoLumN

hygeia Candle
medium

20x12x10cm
100% paraffin

white: s340008
available in 6 colors

hygeia Candle
Large

30x16x14,5cm
100% paraffin

white: s340009
black: s340015

#psychology
Ø8x9cm

jasmine- paraffin
s340016

Column ionic 
small

28x21x17cm
100% Ceramine

s220363

hygeia CaNdLe

rosettes

apollo
3 assorted

d:Ø9cm
100% Ceramine

s611018

ermis
2 assorted
d:Ø16cm

100% Ceramine
s611021

owl/ horse
2 assorted
d:Ø29cm

100% Ceramine
s611048

women
3 assorted
d:Ø29cm

100% Ceramine
s611008

alexander
d:Ø29cm

100% Ceramine
s611040

ira
d:Ø34cm

100% Ceramine
s611025

thetis
d:34cm

100% Ceramine
s611038

Nereids
d:39cm

100% Ceramine 
s611026

ino
d:Ø22cm

100% Ceramine
s611022

athina
d:Ø22cm

100% Ceramine
s617004
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waLL art

Nike goddess
“she moves like a 
goddess and she 

lookslike a queen”- 
homer

40x40cm
Canvas

s653005

Nike hope
“hope is a walking 
dream.”- aristotle

Canvas
35x50cm: s653001

70x100cm: s654029

physical strength
“physical strength is 

movement of the soul 
assisted by the body.”- 

pythagoras
35x50cm
Canvas

s654026

Nike painting 
““painting is silent poetry 
and poetry is painting that 

speaks” –plutarch
40x40cm
Canvas

s653003

metaL/CaNvas

CaNvas

artemis & venus 
triangles 
40x40cm
Canvas

s655061

hermes red profile
40x40cm
Canvas

s655057

hermes profile 
triangles
40x40cm
Canvas

s655058

Nike yellow pop
40x40cm
Canvas

s655060

hermes & antinous 
pop 

40x40cm
Canvas

s655062

artemis Zig Zag
40x40cm
Canvas

s655059

artemis & venus
vintage pink

40x40cm
metal print or Canvas

s655047m
s655047C

 venus & antinous
grey

40x40cm
metal print or Canvas

s655046m
s655046C

 venus & antinous
40x40cm

metal print or Canvas
s655037m
s655037C

 venus & artemis
40x40cm

metal print or Canvas
s655038m
s655038C

 artemis & marathon 
boy blue
40x40cm

metal print or Canvas
s655040m
s655040C

venus pofile
40x40cm

metal print or Canvas
s655045m
s655045C

posters iN Frames

Faces black 
60x85cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655092

hermes
35x35cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655093

Column black 
60x85cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655091

Column
35x35cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655094

Column & venus
30x40cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655099

Female body 
30x40cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655100

male body 
30x40cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655098

hermes body 
30x40cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655101

parthenon
16,5x23cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655095

parliament
16,5x23cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655096

Caryatids 
16,5x23cm

paper, wooden Frame 
s655097
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antinous Flower
Ø 30 cm
porcelain

hook for wall hanging
s440160

artemis Flower
Ø 30 cm
porcelain

hook for wall hanging
s440161

artemis splash
Ø 30 cm
porcelain

hook for wall hanging
s440162

artemis & venus pixel
Ø 30 cm
porcelain

hook for wall hanging
s440163

Nike maze
 Ø 30 cm
porcelain

hook for wall hanging
s440164

artemis & venus 
geometric

Ø 30 cm
porcelain

hook for wall hanging
s440165

waLL deCor pLates

art de La tabLe/ geometriC

art de La tabLe/ maZe

artemis & venus
geometric

Charger plate
Ø 30 cm
porcelain

s440165Nh

geometric
dinner plate

Ø 26 cm
porcelain
s440170

geometric
dessert plate

Ø 21 cm
porcelain
s440168

geometric
bowl

Ø 13 cm
porcelain
s440172

Nike maze
Charger plate

Ø 30 cm
porcelain

s440164Nh

maze
dinner plate

Ø 26 cm
porcelain
s440171

maze
dessert plate

Ø 21 cm
porcelain
s440169

maze
bowl

Ø 13 cm
porcelain
s440173

mugs

CappuCCiNo Cupsespresso Cups

antinous Flower 
320 ml

porcelain
s440178

artemis polka dot 
320 ml

porcelain
s440179

artemis pixel
320 ml

porcelain
s440180

venus triangle 
320 ml

porcelain
s440181

maze
320 ml

porcelain
s440189

stripe
320 ml

porcelain
s440190

votives Cook mug

Coasters

geometric 
espresso Cup 

101 ml
porcelain
s440176

stripe 
espresso Cup 

101 ml
porcelain
s440184

artemis
Cappuccino Cup 

221 ml
porcelain
s440185

antinoos
Cappucciono Cup 

221 ml
porcelain
s440177

antinous votive 
Ø9,5x8,5cm

porcelain
s340017

artemis votive 
Ø9,5x8,5cm

porcelain
s340018

artemis Flower mug 
650 ml

porcelain
dishwasher / microwave / oven/ electricstove/ 

ceramic stove proof no gas stove
s440182

Nike maze
Coasters

set of 4
10x10 cm

plexi
s440188

Nike gold
Coasters

set of 2
10x10 cm

plexi
s440191

artemis & venus 
green Coasters

set of 2
10x10 cm

plexi
s440193

hermes & antinous 
grey Coasters

set of 2
10x10 cm

plexi
s440195

venus & artemis
 splashes Coasters

set of 2
10x10 cm

plexi
s440196 8786



venus gold
dessert plate

 Ø21 cm
porcelain
s440201

venus gold profile
dessert plate

 Ø21 cm
porcelain
s440202

hermes gold
dessert plate

 Ø21 cm
porcelain
s440203

Faces gold
wall decor plate

 Ø30cm
porcelain

hook for wall hanging
s440204

Faces gold
dessert plate

 Ø21 cm
porcelain
s440200

goLd diviNe/ art de La tabLe

waLL deCor pLate vide poChe

venus gold 
vide poche 
4x15.5x20cm

porcelain
s440205

artemis & marathoN boy/ art de La tabLe oLympiC ruNNers/ art de La tabLe

LabyriNth/ art de La tabLe

Αrtemis & Μarathon Βoy
dinner plate

 Ø26 cm
porcelain
s440153

 Μarathon Βoy
dessert plate

 Ø19 cm
porcelain
s440152

artemis
dessert plate

 Ø19cm
porcelain
s440151

olympic runners
dessert plate

 Ø21 cm
porcelain

s440052a

olympic runners
dessert plate

 Ø21 cm
porcelain

s440053a

Labyrinth
dinner plate

 “one must eat to live and
not live to eat.”- socrates

Ø28cm
porcelain

s440001a

Labyrinth
dinner plate

Ø28cm
porcelain

s440002a

Labyrinth
dessert plate

Ø21cm
porcelain

s440003a

Labyrinth
dessert plate

Ø21cm
porcelain

s440004a

hermes blue
wall decor plate

 Ø27,5 cm
porcelain
s440206

artemis blue
wall decor plate

 Ø27,5 cm
porcelain
s440207

venus blue
wall decor plate

 Ø27,5 cm
porcelain
s440208

artemis & venus blue
wall decor plate

 Ø21 cm
porcelain
s440209

artemis & venus blue 
vide poche 
4x15.5x20cm

porcelain
s440215

artemis blue
Cappuccino Cup

221ml
porcelain
s440213

hermes blue
Cappuccino Cup

221ml
porcelain
s440214

artemis & venus blue
Cook mug 

650 ml
porcelain

dishwasher / microwave 
/ oven/ electric stove/ 

ceramic stove,
 proof no gas stove

s440212

bLue CoLLeCtioN/ art de La tabLe

CappuCCiNo Cups

waLL deCor pLates

Cook mugvide poChe

hermes blue mug 
350ml

porcelain
s440210

artemis & venus blue 
mug 
350ml

porcelain
s440211

Coastersmugs

LabyriNth/ art de La tabLe

pythagoras
“make self-control

a habit”
10x12,5cm
porcelain
s440077

Labyrinth
10x12,5cm
porcelain
s440070

geometric
10x12,5cm
porcelain
s440073

sophocles
“success is dependent

on effort.” 
10x12,5cm
porcelain
s440075

aristotle
“pleasure in the job puts
perfection in the work.” 

10x12,5cm
porcelain
s440076

artemis blue Coasters
set of 2

10x10 cm
plexi

s440198

hermes blue Coasters
set of 2

10x10 cm
plexi

s440199
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philosophia
set 4 - Cappuccino Cups & saucer

250 ml
porcelain
s440085

psychology
set 4 - Cappuccino Cups & saucer

250 ml
porcelain
s440150

philosophia
set 4 - espresso Cups & saucer

100 ml
porcelain
s440086

philosophia
set 4 - dessert plates

ø19cm
porcelain
s440087

mugs

#ecstasy
mug

280 ml
porcelain 
s440091

#philosophy
mug

280 ml
porcelain 
s440088

#harmony
mug

280 ml
porcelain 
s440089

#dialogue
mug

280 ml
porcelain 
s440090

#physiology
mug

280 ml
porcelain 
s440148

#psychology
mug

280 ml
porcelain 
s440146

#psyche
mug

280 ml
porcelain 
s440147

#psychotherapy
mug

280 ml
porcelain 
s440145

#democracy
mug

280 ml
porcelain 
s440092

#utopia
mug

280 ml
porcelain 
s440093

psyChoLogy  

giFt sets

phiLosophia CoLLeCtioN
CushioN Covers

venus & antinous
43x43cm

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s638024

venus & artemis
43x43cm

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s638025

artemis & marathon boy
43x43cm

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s638026

artemis & marathon boy
blue

43x43cm
96% polyes., 4% Linen

s638027

artemis & venus
blue

43x43cm
96% polyes., 4% Linen

s638028

portraits

youNg womeN

youNg meN wiNged Nike oF samothraCe

profile
“be as you seem” –

socrates
43x43cm

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s634002

bracelet
“the good is the 

beautiful”
–plato

43x43cm
96% polyes., 4% Linen

s634006

pink earring
“modesty is the citadel 

of beauty”
–menander

43x43cm
96% polyes., 4% Linen

s634009

green Necklace
“to find yourself 

think for
yourself”

–socrates
43x43cm

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s634010

green earring
“even the gods love 

jokes”
–plato

43x43cm
96% polyes., 4% Linen

s634008

body
“you should not 

consider a man’s
age but his acts” –

sophocles
43x43cm

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s635004

strong
“success is dependent 

on effort”
–sophocles

43x43cm
96% polyes., 4% Linen

s635001

Cosmos
“the cosmos is the 

most beautiful
thing that exists”- 

plato
43x43cm

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s634011

Nature
‘Nature does nothing
uselessly”- aristotle

43x43cm
96% polyes., 4% Linen

s634012
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hermes triangles
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 65%poly-
ester 35%cotton

s638045

eterNaL CoLLeCtioN/ digitaL priNt

CushioN Covers

venus grey blue dot
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 65%poly-
ester 35%cotton

s638046

artemis & venus watercolor
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 65%poly-
ester 35%cotton

s638047

Nike purple
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638049

artemis & venus waves
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638048

hermes & antinous
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638050

venus triangles 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638031

venus Flower  
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638030

artemis splash grey 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638042

hermes profile blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638051

venus dots blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638052

artemis & venus watercolor 
blue 

43x43cm
front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638053

artemis & venus waves blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638054

Nike maze blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638055

artemis abstract blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638056

artemis & venus triangles 
blue 

43x43cm
front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638057

artemis pop blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638058

artemis profile triangles blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638059

artemis splash blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638060

geometriC / digitaL priNt

jaCQuard

waves blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 65%poly-
ester 35%cotton

s638061

vitro blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638062

terazzo blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638063

triangles blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638064

sunrises blue 
43x43cm

front:100% polyester back: 
65%polyester 35%cotton

s638065

waves 
45x45cm

Front: 80% polyester
20% Cotton

back:45% polyester
55% Cotton
s638034

maze 
45x45cm

Front: 80% polyester
20% Cotton

back:45% polyester
55% Cotton
s638036

triangles
45x45cm

Front: 80% polyester
20% Cotton

back:45% polyester
55% Cotton
s638037

waves 
27x50cm

Front: 80% polyester
20% Cotton

back:45% polyester
55% Cotton
s638035

maze 
27x50cm

Front: 80% polyester
20% Cotton

back:45% polyester
55% Cotton
s638038

triangles 
27x50cm

Front: 80% polyester
20% Cotton

back:45% polyester
55% Cotton
s638039
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rodiN

the kiss blue
“i invent nothing, i rediscover.”

auguste rodin
43x43cm

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s638043

the kiss red
“patience is also a form of action.”

auguste rodin
43x43cm

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s638044

Love
“Love is the cause of unity

in all things”–aristotle
96% polyes., 4% Linen
43x43cm - s638004
20x20cm - s637011

soul
“thinking is the talking

of the soul with itself”–plato
96% polyes., 4% Linen
43x43cm - s638006

Friendship
“Friendship is equality”–aristotle

96% polyes., 4% Linen
43x43cm - s639002

20x20cm-Filled - s637004

philosophy
“philosophy is the highest music”–plato

96% polyes., 4% Linen
20x20cm- Filled

s637006

Friendship
“Friendship is equality”–

aristotle
20x20cm-Filled

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s637008

pleasure
“pleasure in the job puts
perfection in the work”–

aristotle
20x20cm-Filled

96% polyes., 4% Linen
s637009

Foolishness
“Foolishness is indeed

the sister
of wickedness”–sophocles

20x20cm-Filled
96% polyes., 4% Linen

s637010

Folie
96% polyes., 4% Linen

43x43cm
s638007

L’ amour
96% polyes., 4% Linen

43x43cm
s638008

La vie 
96% polyes., 4% Linen

43x43cm
s638009

poete 
96% polyes., 4% Linen

43x43cm
s638010

L’amite
96% polyes., 4% Linen

43x43cm
s638011

Quotes

FreNCh Quotes

CushioN Covers

Nike Labyrinth Clutch bag
22x31cm

Front:100% polyester
back: 65% polyester, 35% Cotton

Lining: 100% polyester [waterproof]
s850217

geometric Clutch bag
22x31cm

Front:100% polyester
back: 65% polyester,

35% Cotton
Lining: 100% polyester [waterproof]

s850216

hygeia Flower Clutch bag
22x31cm

Front:100% polyester
back: 65% polyester, 35% Cotton

Lining: 100% polyestern[waterproof]
s850215

artemis triangle bag
18x26cm

Front:100% polyester
back: 65% polyester,

35% Cotton
Lining: 100% polyester [waterproof]

s850211

artemis & venus watercolor blue 
Clutch bag

22x31cm
Front:100% polyester
back: 65% polyester,

35% Cotton
s850291

CLutCh bags
digitaL priNt

jaCQuard

waves Clutch bag
20x30cm

80% polyester, 20% Cotton
s850239

artemis pop blue 
Clutch bag

22x31cm
Front:100% polyester
back: 65% polyester,

35% Cotton
s850293

artemis & venus triangles blue 
Clutch bag

22x31cm
Front:100% polyester
back: 65% polyester,

35% Cotton
s850290

artemis abstract blue 
Clutch bag

22x31cm
Front:100% polyester
back: 65% polyester,

35% Cotton
s850292

triangles Clutch bag
20x30cm

80% polyester, 20% Cotton
s850238

maze Clutch bag
20x30cm

80% polyester, 20% Cotton
s850240

geometric Clutch bag
20x30cm

80% polyester, 20% Cotton
s850219
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thinker tote bag
“the new cool is being 

a thinker.”
44x38cm
Canvas

s850277

architecture 
tote bag

“if a building becomes 
architecture then it is 
art.”- arne jacobsen

44x38cm
Canvas

s850272

art tote bag
“art is a language that 

does not need to be 
translated.”

44x38cm
Canvas

s850273

read tote bag
“experience magic 

read.”
44x38cm
Canvas

s850276

rainbow tote bag
various Quotes

44x38cm
Canvas

s850278

thinigs tote bag
“thoughts become 

things.”
44x38cm
Canvas

s850281

moments tote bag
“Collect moments not 

things”
44x38cm
Canvas

s850279

sophia tote bag
44x38cm
Canvas

s850282

artemis tote bag
44x38cm
Canvas

s850280

splash tote bag
44x38cm
Canvas

s850283

siLk sCarves

thiNkiNg tote bags

artemis backpack
40x41cm

100% Cotton
s850284

baCkpaCk

venus grey
180x35 cm

100 % organic silk
s850266

goddess gold
180x35 cm

100% organic silk
s850267

artemis grey
180x35 cm

100% organic silk
s850268

grace blue
180x35 cm

100% organic silk
s850270

Nike red
180x35 cm

100% organic silk
s850269

#harmony
Notebook
17,5x12cm

recycled paper
s001048

#ecstasy
Notebook
17,5x12cm

recycled paper
s001049

#utopia
Notebook
17,5x12cm

recycled paper
s001050

#dialogue
Notebook
17,5x12cm

recycled paper
s001051

#harmony
Notebook
17,5x12cm

recycled paper
s001052

#ecstasy
Notebook
17,5x12cm

recycled paper
s001053

#utopia
Notebook
17,5x12cm

recycled paper
s001054

#dialogue
Notebook
17,5x12cm

recycled paper
s001055

 phiLosophia Notebooks

 psyChoLogy Notebooks

hermes
Notebook
17x24 cm

recycled paper
s001075

artemis
Notebook
17x24 cm

recycled paper
s001074

antinous
Notebook
17x24 cm

recycled paper
s001073

Nike
Notebook
17x24 cm

recycled paper
s001072

#psychotherapy
Notebook
20x15cm

recycled paper
s001059

#psychology 
Notebook
20x15cm

recycled paper
s001060

#psyche
Notebook
20x15cm

recycled paper
s001061

#physiology
Notebook
20x15cm

recycled paper
s001062

 eterNaL Notebooks

CoLour
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diaLogue QuestioNs to start thiNkiNg
20 Questions

15X15 cm
recycled paper

s001041

diaLogue QuestioNs to keep thiNkiNg
20 Questions

15X15 cm
recycled paper

s001042

40 Quotes oF greek phiLosophers
15X15 cm

recycled paper
s001043

kNow thyseLF-to meet your 
iNNer seLF
20 Questions

15X15 cm
recycled paper

s001063

kNow thyseLF-to CoNNeCt with 
your iNNer seLF

20 Questions
15X15 cm

recycled paper
s001064

kNow thyseLF-to reaCh your 
iNNer seLF
20 Questions

15X15 cm
recycled paper

s001065

 psyChoLogy games

haNds/ art deCo

#utopia
14x9.5x12cm

100% Ceramine
s229002

#harmony
14x9.5x12cm

100% Ceramine
s229003

#dialogue
11x5x13.5cm  

100% Ceramine
s229001

#ecstasy
15.2x7x11cm

100% Ceramine
s229004

pLeXi art deCo

 phiLosophia games

hermes profile
10x10cm

plexi
s702023

hermes & antinous
10x10cm

plexi
s702024

artemis & venus
10x10cm

plexi
s702026
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arChiteCture [page 04]
sophia enjoy thinking transforms ancient greek architectural elements and ornaments into modern accessories. 
inspired by the architecture in greece, particularly the ancient greek style of doric, ionic or Corinthian rhythm. 

atheNa [page 06]
the ancient greek goddess of wisdom, handicraft and warfare and the patron and protectress of the city of athens

LeoNidas [page 06]
a warrior king of the greek city-state sparta famous for the battle of thermopylae (480 bC) while attempting to defend 
the pass from the invading persian army.

poseidoN [page 06]
the ancient greek god of the sea and protector of other waters; of earthquakes; and of horses.

aLeXaNder the great [page 07]
the king of the ancient kingdom of macedon, who was tutored by aristotle and is widely considered as one of history's 
most successful military commanders.

bookeNds [page 08]
Famous ancient greek heroes keep your books in perfect standing order.

vases [page 09]
gods, goddesses and heroes keep your flowers fresh. waterproof & interior use only.

phiLosophers [page 10]
soCrates quote: “i know one thing that i know nothing.” 
homer quote: “ wise to resolve and patient to perform.”
aristotLe quote: ”happiness depends upon ourselves.”
hippoCrates quote: ” make a habit of two things to help, or at least to do no harm.”
pLato quote:” philosophy begins in wonder.”

owLs [page 11]
the companion animal of goddess athena; a symbol of knowledge and wisdom.

veNus de miLo [page 12] 
the ancient greek goddess of love, an undisputed model of beauty and idealism.

kore [page 16]
the statue of kore decorated with the ”archaic” smile, has been a symbol of the ideal, transcending above the hardships 
of the world.

hygeia epidaurus [page 17]
goddess of health and daughter of asklepios, god of healing. honoured in the  sanctuary of epidaurus, a site with its 
temples and famous theatre and hospital buildings devoted to its healing gods.

hygeia [page 18]
the ancient greek goddess of health, epitomises the prevention of illness and the preservation of good health of both 
mind and soul.

artemis [page 18]
twin sister of apollo, was the goddess of the hunt, virginity fertility and the protector of childbirth, children and animals.

marathoN boy [page 20]
the victorious young athlete, combining innocence and grace; its style is associated with the school of praxiteles.

aNtiNous [page 21]
an exquisite greek young man of rare beauty, who was deified by emperor hadrian after he tragically drowned in the 
waters of Nile.

wiNged Nike oF samothraCe [page 28]
the ancient greek goddess who personifies victory and strength. her elegant wings represent beauty, dynamism and 
triumph.

FemaLe torso [page 30]
representing energy and movement within stillness, harmony and proportion, beauty and grace.

maLe torso [page 31]
the classically ideal body, as established in sculpture in greece in the fifth century b.C., has been the most constantly 
copied style in all the arts and has become a symbol of both physical and moral excellence.

CyCLadiC CoLLeCtioN [page 34]
Cycladic art encompasses the visual art of the ancient Cycladic civilization, which flourished in the islands of the aegean 
sea from 3300 - 2000 bCe.

CyCLadiC portraits [page 35]
sophia's Cycladic portraits with their clean and simple lines pay an homage to the minimalism of Cycladic art; an art 
that has greatly influenced modern representation and sculpture.

apoLLo [page 36]
the twin brother of artemis, the ancient greek god of archery, music and dance, truth and prophecy, healing and dis-
eases, the sun and light.

hermes [page 37]
the ancient greek god of  trade and merchants, the god of boundaries and the transgression of boundaries, known also 
as the messenger of the olympian gods.

horses [page 38]
Created by the god Zeus himself as the most beautiful creature in the world, the horse was adored by the ancient 
greeks who gave it immortal status in a myriad of myths. this magnificent animal is just as beloved now, as a symbol 
of power, freedom and nobility.

peNseur [page 44]
sophia's the thinker (French: Le penseur) is an homage to auguste rodin's same titled sculpture. it depicts a male 
figure sitting on a rock with his chin resting on one hand as though deep in thought and is often used as an image to 
represent philosophy.

rosettes [page 47] 
inspired by stylized flower ornaments, they can be fixed on the ceiling or the wall, alone or mixed and matched. a sym-
bol of good luck that provides protection for any home.

sophia eNjoy thiNkiNg gLossary
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Ca CaNary 

powder bLue

piNe

powder greeN

white greeN

Nude

powder piNk

white piNk

grey piNk

powder grey

white grey

grey greeN

white bLue

oLympiC bLue

pb

pN

pgN

wgN

ggN

Nu

pp

wp

gp

pg

wg

wbL

ob

Light piNkLp

CL CLoud

bo burNt oraNge

ba barN red

eL eLephaNt bLue

purpLepu

redr

bLue bLaCkbLb

raspberryra

petroL

Forest greeN

saFFroN

iCe grey

pe

Fg

sF

ig

sepiasp

oChreo

viNtage piNkvp

viNtage bLuevb

viNtage greeNvg

burNtbu

wheatwt

iCe whiteiw

sophia  bLuekL

Lapis bLueLa

midNight bLuemd

CoraLCo

miNtmi

LimeLi

LemoNLe

Light greeNLg

greygr

deep reddr

bLaCkb

whitew

rosewoodrw

rosero

baLLet piNkbp

emeraLde

irisir

iNdigoiN

deNimde

FerNFe

byZaNtiNeby

Light redLr

metaLLiC redmersky bLuesb

turQuoiseΤΙ

marooNmr

metaLLiC bLaCkmeb

metaLLiC CoppermeC

metaLLiC goLdmeg

metaLLiC siLvermes

goLdgo

metaLLiC FrostmeF

metaLLiC jardiNmej

metaLLiC NavymeN

metaLLiC oCeaNmeo

ammos beige

ammos bLaCk

* all items come with a white base. if you want a base with a different colour you will have to specify it.
** the base is the same colour as the statue (expect gold colour). if you want a base with a different colour you will have to specify it.

sophia CoLour paLette
CoLour* metaLLiC CoLour**

photos: 
Fotis karapiperis 

(studio verve)
artwork: 

rallou grigoropoulou
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Flagship Store:
15 pindarou str.,kolonaki

106 73 athens / greece
t +30 210 3606930

Follow us at instagram & facebook: 
sophia.enjoythinking.live

108 kapodistriou str., moshato
18345 athens / greece

T +30  210 9408980
E sales@sophia.com.gr

www.sophia.com.gr
Follow us at instagram & facebook: 

sophia.enjoythinking
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